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published in 2005 and 2006 2007 impact factor for advances in physics= 201 = 9.571 21 scientific writing
for impact factor journals - the advice in scientific writing for impact factor journals seems to focus on the
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main impact factors use and misuse - university of toledo - research evaluation.2 this tool is also being
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devised by îeugene garfield, the founder of the îinstitute for scientific information ï isi, now part of îthomson
reuters ï. impact factors are calculated impact factor, h-index, i10-index and i20-index of webology order to show the journal impact factor, h-index, i10-index, i20-index, and patent citations. this note indicates
to what extent the webology journal is used and cited by the international scientific community. the results
show that the total number of citations to webology papers on the journal impact factor: a brief history,
critique, and discussion of adverse effects - arxiv - the journal impact factor (jif) is, by far, the most
discussed bibliometric indicator. since its introduction over 40 years ago, it has had enormous effects on the
scientific ecosystem: transforming the publishing industry, shaping hiring practices and the allocation of
resources, the history and meaning of the journal impact factor - commentary the history and meaning
of the journal impact factor eugene garfield, phdi first mentioned the idea of an impact factor in science in
1955.1 with support from the national institutes of health, the experimental genetics citation index was
published, and that led to the 1961 publica- tion of the science citation index.2 irving h. sher and i cre- ated
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jcr with a journal impact factor abbreviated title full title country scie ssci energy res soc sci energy research &
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engineering peoples r china eng constr archit ma engineering construction and the sjr indicator: a new
indicator of journals' scientific prestige - arxiv e-print archive - scholarly journals, one of which, the
impact factor, has been extensively used for more than 40 years (garfield, 2006). however, recently there has
emerged a new research trend aimed at developing impact metrics that consider not only the raw number of
citations received by a scientific agent, but also the importance the thomson reuters impact factor |
science - iut - comparing journals. the impact factor is one of these; it is a measure of the frequency with
which the "average article" in a journal has been cited in a particular year or period. the annual jcr impact
factor is a ratio between citations and recent citable items published. thus, the impact factor of a journal is
calculated by dividing the impact factors, journal quality, and communication journals - national
communication association - citations in 2012, resulting in a dramatic spike in the journal’s impact factor
for 2010 and 2011, and a subsequent drop in 2012 even as the five year impact factor remains high. as a
result, the impact factor for cm dramatically shifted, a shift that says little to nothing about the quality or
impact of the journal itself over time. a high-impact open-access infectious disease journal - cent journal
impact factor* score of 8.22 ranked first among open-access journals and third among the 80-plus infectious
disease journals tracked. third, eid’s content available from pubmed central, the u.s. national library of
medicine’s digital repository, was accessed 3,006,586 times—up 251,666
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